
Pinout for power:

Note, you need between 3v and 3.4v for the main line. Aim for 3.3v with a step-down regulator, so you can use the same
battery power pack (7.2v or 7.4v) to run both voltage lines. The 3.3v line needs a regulator rated at 1 amp if you only want
to use the jumper pack, but for the expansion pack you need a regulator rated at 1.5 amps.

There are various options for a step-down regulator, see relevant section in Modding Components section.

When wiring power lines (including negative), use decent electrical wires, rated 3 amp is fine (ie household wiring). If you
don’t do this, the system probably won’t get enough juice to run.



Removing the controller ports

You don't have to remove these, however a portable system is really only a one player system, so there is no point having
external contollers to plug in the system, also, removing these parts makes for a smaller portable system.

Cut into the plastic with a circular cutter. (You can cut straight through metal pins if you are careful instead).

Lift off to expose pins.



Use a diamond metal circle cutter on the Dremel to cut through the metal pins.

Snap the controller plugs off.



Cut and remove any excess height from these pins, and use pliers to remove the middle bits (optional).

Result:

Wiring: the three pins on the left - connect as: red (3v), white (data), black (negative). Don't get these the wrong way
around!



Removing the reset button

There isn't a need to keep the reset button, so it can be desoldered and removed.

When removed, solder a wire to the connections as below; this is the default connection for the reset button.

If you want to install a button contact in your case to reset the N64, you only have to connect the wires to the other two
connections above.



Removing the on/off power switch

This isn't needed, as it may as well stay permanently "on" as the system will boot when the batteries are connected and the
main on/off switch to run the system and screen are turned "on".

Turn the board over, desolder the eight connectors as shown.

When done, snip the four legs on the switch off if you can, then left the switch off the board to remove it.



Then solder wires to the four sets of pins as shown, it doesn't matter if these are done on top of the board or below it.



Expansion Pack

I tried to relocate this, but it is quite hard to do so as the contact pins are so close together. As the game cart slot needed
relocation, and the position of the expansion slot is in the same place the game cart slot will be, there is no real need to
relocate it anyway. The N64 needs either the Jumper Pack or Expansion Pack installed to work, the Expansion Pack is
better as it adds extra features or better graphics to some games, and allows some games to run that don't otherwise.

That said, open the Expansion Pack and remove the board. You will need to put a heatsink on the chip so it stays cool; you
can also remove most of the grounding strips as per pic, to make the item smaller:

It fits in the port below - make sure the card is inserted the right way around - the ground (solid copper side) is facing
towards the LED at the bottom of the mobo, the traces (above pic) are facing towards the top of the board. If you get it the
wrong way around you can fry the board. If all is ok, when you turn the system on, but you get a blank screen, leave the
system running for a few seconds, turn system off, remove the game cartridge, turn on for a few seconds, then off, then put
game cartridge back in and turn the system on again. This usually works.



Heatsinks

If you don't use heatsinks, your case will get warm and it is possible that the heat might damage your system.

You can use any heatsinks, from old graphics cards, processors, etc, as long as they are slim; or some can be bought from an
electrical store. Slim heatsinks are ideal - 4mm or 6mm tall are ideal.

If you can get them about 28mm - 30mm square, excellent; if not and only have some small ones, they will need to be cut to
size as per my pics below. If using new heatsinks, they will come with thermal strips or compound, if using old heatsinks
you will need to put about the equivalent of a grain of rice of thermal compound between the heatsink and chips, as you
would with a PC chip.

It is a good idea to secure the heatsinks to the mobo with wires, secured to the mobo by hot glue so they don't fall off.

These are the ones I bought, not ideal but what I could get at the time:

If they need cutting, hold them in large plyers, they get very hot indeed when being cut by a metal circle cutter.



It might not look pretty, but it will be invisible when the casing is made and painted, so doesn't matter.




